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Abstract 
Maximum G edge-packing is the problem of finding the maximum number of edge-disjoint 
isomorphic copies of a fixed guest graph G in a host graph H. This paper considers the cases 
where G and H are planar and G is cyclic. Recent work on the general problem is surveyed, 
inadequacies and limitations in these results are identified, and NP-completeness proofs for key 
cases are presented. 
Kryworu’s: Planar graphs; Graph packing; Cyclic subgraphs; Edge-disjoint subgraphs; 
NP-completeness 
1. Introduction 
Maximum G edge-packing is the problem of finding the maximum number of edge- 
disjoint copies of a guest graph G = ( Vc;, EG) in a host graph H = (V,, EH). The guest 
G is a fixed connected graph, while the host H may be restricted to have some 
property P. The formal decision problem is the following. 
MAXIMUM G EDGE-PACKING (EP~c~G(P)) 
Instance: A graph H satisfying property P and an integer K < 1 EH j / 1 EC; ( 
Question: Does H contain K edge-disjoint copies of G; i.e., are there K subsets 
El, El,. . , EK of EH such that Ei n E, = @ whenever i # j, and the subgraph induced 
by each Ei is isomorphic to G? 
We denote the general problem by omitting the parameter P; i.e., EPackG is the 
problem in which the host graph is arbitrary. This paper investigates EPack~(planar) 
and considers cyclic guests, those containing at least one cycle. 
Several results have already been obtained for EPackc (for a list of such results, see 
[3 or 91). Corneil, Masuyama, and Hakimi [2] ( we shall refer to their work as CMH) 
prove that EPackc for a connected G having at least three edges is NP-complete. 
Dor and Tarsi [3] independently achieve similar results that subsume those of CMH. 
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We show, in this paper, how the general technique used in the NP-completeness reduc- 
tions of CMH apply to EPuck~(pZanar). Dor and Tarsi’s techniques do not apply to 
the planar case because their constructions involve complete graphs on n >> 4 vertices. 
We also identify some deficiencies in the CMH paper and adopt a modified strategy. 
In a separate paper [4], we show that EPackc(planar) is NP-complete when 
G is a tree or a cycle with 33 edges. These results do not include the case of cyclic 
guests, which we address in this paper and, with additional exposition, in a separate 
report [5]. Section 2 develops the technique of linking copies of the guest graph into 
a bracelet to create a gadget for NP-completeness reductions, a technique used in pre- 
vious work [2, 4, 91, particularly by CMH. In Section 3, we discuss the decomposition 
of a cyclic guest graph into triconnected components. Finally, in Section 4, we prove 
EPackc(planar) NP-complete for cyclic guest graphs containing at most two largest 
biconnected components. 
2. Linking guests in a bracelet 
We develop the technique of linking copies of the guest graph G to form a gadget 
suitable for NP-completeness reductions. The guest G is a planar graph with a given 
planar embedding. In particular, the set of edges on its outermost face is well defined. 
First, we identify three distinct edges of G to be used as shared edges when linking the 
copies of G. We denote these three edges by 1 (left-inner), r (right-inner), and o (outer). 
Fig. 1 provides an example of a cyclic graph with identified I, r, and o edges. For 
m 3 2, the brucelet G*(m) is constructed by linking m copies of G in a circular fash- 
ion, while identifying the I and r edges of adjacent copies. Fig. 2 illustrates the bracelet 
G*(6). Note that each 1 edge of one copy of G is identified with an r edge of a neigh- 
boring copy of G. Of the six copies of G in Fig. 2, labeled Gi, Gz,. , Gg, only three 
of these copies may occur in a G edge-packing of the bracelet. Furthermore, there are 
only two ways to obtain such a packing: select G1, Gs, G5 or select Gz, Gd, Gg. Also, 
observe that in a particular edge packing, some of the o edges are not used by any 
copy of G; we call these available edges. When n 3 1, there are two ways of packing a 
maximum number of copies of G in the bracelet G*(2n), as illustrated in Fig. 3. Each 
packing makes available an alternating set of n of the o edges: either {ozi 1 1 < i < n} 
or { ozi- 1 1 1 < i < n}. The goal is to ensure that only these two ways to G edge-pack 
the bracelet G*(2n) need to be considered and that in each of these two ways, exactly 
one of the two sets of alternating copies of o are made available. Achieving this goal is 
not straightforward because there is a possibility that “stray” copies of G exist across 
neighboring copies of G that might make consecutive o edges available. 
This construction technique has been used in our previous work [4, 91 and in 
CMH [2], where they prove NP-completeness of the general EPackc problem for cyclic 
G. The proof of Theorem 5 in Section 3 of CMH is an NP-completeness proof that 
begins by classifying cyclic guest graphs into three classes and then proceeds with 
a different reduction for each class. There are two problems with the proof. The first 
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Fig. I. Identifying I, r, and o edges in G. 
Fig. 2. Linked copies of G 
Fig. 3. Two ways of G edge-packing the bracelet G*(6): available o edges are in bold 
problem is in their classification of cyclic graphs. There are some cyclic graphs that 
do not fall into any of the three defined classes (for example, a 4-cycle with a single 
additional edge attached to each vertex of the cycle). The second problem is in their 
reductions. These reductions involve several G*(4) bracelets, and it is claimed that at 
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most two copies may be packed into each G*(4) with alternating o edges available. 
This claim, however, needs to be argued explicitly. CMH use the claim in their re- 
ductions for EPackc for cyclic G but do not present an adequate argument for the 
claim. In particular, they fail to exclude the possibility of two copies of G occurring 
in G*(4) with two consecutive o edges available. What needs to be shown is that any 
copy of G (including stray copies) in G*(4) must use an appropriate entire set of 1, 
r, and o edges. 
This paper avoids the problems in the CMH proof. First, we present in the next sec- 
tion an alternate method for classifying cyclic graphs. Second, we provide a complete 
argument in the proofs of Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 that only alternating o edges are 
made available in any maximum edge packing. Finally, we do not present a complete 
argument for general guest graphs, but rather present NP-completeness proofs for two 
large classes of planar guest graphs. 
3. Decomposing G into triconnected components 
Let G be a cyclic connected planar graph. A cutpoint in G is a vertex v E VG whose 
removal disconnects G. The cutpoints determine a unique decomposition of G into 
its biconnected components, subgraphs of G that may be disconnected only with the 
removal of at least two vertices. A linear-time algorithm to decompose a graph into 
biconnected components is discussed in [l]. A trivial biconnected component is one 
consisting of a single edge. A nontrivial biconnected component has at least three edges. 
When G is cyclic, at least one of its biconnected components is nontrivial. A bicon- 
netted component may be further decomposed into triconnected components through 
separating pairs. MacLane [S] discusses this decomposition process for planar graphs. 
Hopcroft and Tarjan [6] describe this process algorithmically. A separating pair in a bi- 
connected graph is a pair of vertices whose removal disconnects the graph. 
Let Vi, VZ,... 6 be the vertex sets of the components that result after the removal 
of a separating pair {u, U} from the biconnected graph G. The decomposition of G 
based on {u, v} consists of the subgraphs induced by each K U {u, v}. These subgraphs 
may in turn contain separating pairs, in which case further decomposition is possible. 
A triconnected component of G is a subgraph that results after maximally decomposing 
G utilizing its separating pairs. 
A unique decomposition into triconnected components does not necessarily exist; 
different choices of separating pairs produce different decompositions. In a particular 
decomposition of a nontrivial biconnected component, each triconnected component 
contains at least three vertices and may have no edges. Whenever the pair separating 
two triconnected components is adjacent, the corresponding edge is included in both 
components so the edge is actually duplicated in the decomposition. The edges that join 
adjacent separating pairs are cutedges (CMH use this term). A nonadjacent separating 
pair is a virtual edge. The set of virtual edges arising from a decomposition may be 
added to the planar embedding of G while maintaining planarity. Suppose that T is 
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Fig. 4. A biconnected graph decomposed into triconnected components 
Fig. 5. A smallest triconnected component S, outer edges el,e>, and e3, and resulting parts 
a triconnected component of G. Then it inherits a planar embedding from G in the 
obvious way. Adding to T the virtual edges associated with the separating pairs in T 
gives a graph T’, which is planar and triconnected. Any edge on the outermost face 
of the planar embedding of T’ is an outer edge of T. An outer edge that is neither 
a cutedge nor a virtual edge is a side edge. 
Fig. 4 illustrates a decomposition of a biconnected graph into triconnected compo- 
nents. The dashed edges indicate the virtual edges. The triconnected component labeled 
T has a cutedge (e,), a virtual edge (e,), and two side edges (e, and e,). 
Choose the largest (in terms of number of edges) nontrivial biconnected component 
B of G. Now, choose the smallest triconnected component S of B, i.e., a component 
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Fig. 6. Choosing I, r, and o in G. 
in B that contains the fewest edges (not counting virtual edges). Consider the outer 
edges of S, including virtual edges. Clearly, there are at least three outer edges. For each 
outer edge ei, define the part P(S, ei) to be the subset of edges of B obtained as follows. 
If ej is a side edge, then P(S, ei) = {ei}; otherwise, ei joins a separating pair in B and 
P(S,ei) is the set of edges in B separated from S by the separating pair. If ei is a 
cutedge, ej is included in P(S,ei); if ei is a virtual edge, it is not. Fig. 5 illustrates the 
definition of parts. The three outer edges of the selected triconnected component S are 
the cutedge ei, the virtual edge e2, and the side edge es. The corresponding parts are 
P(S,el)={el,a,b,c,d}, P(S,ez)={p,q,~,S,t}, and P(S,e3)={e3}. 
We now describe a strategy for selecting the 1, r, and o edges of G to complete 
the construction of the bracelet G*(k). First, select a smallest S as described above. 
We resolve ties in this selection as follows. Select S to have as few outer edges as 
possible. If there are more than one such triconnected components, let S* denote the set 
of these components. For each S E S*, let P,(S), 9(S), P3(S) denote the three smallest 
parts (the parts with the fewest edges in nondecreasing order by size) from among all 
the P(S,ei), where ei is an outer edge of S. We select the S from S* such that the 
triple (19(S)l, IP2W IPW>I> 1 IS exicographically the smallest among all such triples. 
In case of remaining ties under this ordering, select any such S. 
Once S is selected, let L = P,(S), R = Pz(S), and 0 =9(S). Recall that linking 
copies of G to form the bracelet G*(k) entails identifying three edges in the graph. 
We select an edge 1 from L, an edge r from R, and an edge o from 0. These edges 
are selected such that they are outer edges from some triconnected component in the 
corresponding Pi(S) (if Pi(S) is a single edge, select that single edge). These edges 
now serve exactly as the I, r, and o edges in the bracelet construction described in 
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Section 2. Fig. 6 illustrates how 1, Y, and o may be chosen from the graph of Fig. 5 
and how it is re-embedded in the plane so that G*(k) can be appropriately constructed. 
Theorem 1. Let G he a cyclic planar graph with esactly one lurgest hiconnected 
component B. Let S be a smallest triconnected component chosen as described in this 
section. Furthermore, let 1, r, and o be the edges in B selected us discussed ~lho~v. 
Finally. let G*(k) be k linked copies oj G. Then, unyl copy of’ G in G*(k) must use 
the S of’ one qf’ the linked copies of‘ G, us well us its corresponding I, r, und o e&es. 
Proof. Consider the k linked copies of S in the bracelet G*(k). These copies of S 
separate G*(k) into disconnected parts, none of which contains a biconnected compo- 
nent with sufficient edges to form a copy of B. This implies that any copy of B must 
use one of these linked copies of S. Since a copy of G includes a copy of B, any copy 
of G in G*(k) has to use a copy of S. It remains to show that the surrounding I, I’, 
and o edges are also in the copy of G. This is guaranteed by our choice of S. Recall 
that S has the fewest edges in B, and, in case of ties, has the fewest outer edges as 
well. Suppose S’ is another triconnected component in B with as few edges and outer 
edges. Furthermore, suppose that in some copy of G, S’ maps to a copy of S in the 
bracelet. The neighboring L, R and 0 parts have to be in the copy of G since these 
are chosen to be the smallest such parts. It follows that the corresponding I, r. and 
o edges are used as well. 0 
Corollary 1. Let G*(k) be u bracelet constructed us a’iscussed uboce. Zj k is CJWII, 
ut most k/2 copies of G may be edge-pucked in G*(k), leucing one of’ the tlvo .sets 
of ulternatiny o edges ucailable. Zjk is odd, at most (k - I)!2 copies of’ G rnu~t be 
edcge-packed in G*(k). 
4. EPackc(pIanau) for cyclic C 
We use the techniques in the previous sections to prove that EPackG(planar) is 
NP-complete for particular cyclic guests G. In Section 4.1, we consider the case 
where G contains exactly one largest biconnected component and present a complete 
proof. Section 4.2 extends this proof to guest graphs with exactly two largest bicon- 
netted components. 
4.1. ‘4 unique lurgest biconnected component 
Theorem 2. EPacko(planar), where G is a cyclic graph containing a unique lurgest 
hiconnected component, is NP-complete. 
Proof. It is clear that EPacko(planar) is in NP. To show NP-hardness, we reduce 
from PLANAR 3-SAT [7]. PLANAR 3-SAT is a variant of the problem 3-SAT 
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Fig. 7. A variable bracelet. 
(3-SATISFIABILITY) that involves boolean variables and clauses over the variables. 
A literal is a variable (a positive literal v) or the negation of a variable (a negative 
literal 5). In a 3-SAT instance, a clause is a set containing at most three literals. A truth 
assignment is an assignment of true or false values to the variables. The clauses are 
said to be satisfied by a truth assignment if for each clause, at least one of the literals 
in the clause evaluate to be true under the assignment. For a set V of variables and a 
set C of clauses over V, define the derived graph of V and C to be D = (V U C, E), 
where 
E = {(v, c): v or V belongs to the clause c}. 
PLANAR 3-SAT has the added restriction that the graph D is planar. 
PLANAR 34ATISFIABILITY (PLANAR 3-SAT) 
Instance: A set V = {v~,vz,. ., v,} of variables and a set C={ci,c~,...,c,} 
clauses over V, where lcil < 3 for each ci in C, such that the derived graph D 
V and C is planar. 
of 
of 
Question: Is there a satisfying truth assignment for C? 
Let V=(vl,v~,..., v,} and C={ci,c~,.. . , c,} constitute an instance of PLANAR 
3-SAT. Let D be the derived graph of V and C. Fix a planar embedding of D. 
We transform V and C to an EPackc(planar) instance, H and K. For each Vi E V, 
1 < i < m, H contains a variable bracelet Gt = G*(2n). Fig. 7 illustrates GE when 
n = 3. We label the o edges of the bracelet: o,, [ 11, G[ 11, 0,,[2], 0,[2], . . . , o,, [n], K,[n]. 
Some of these edges will be identified with the o edges of clause bracelets as we 
discuss later. From Corollary 1, at most n copies of G may be edge-packed in a 
variable bracelet. Also, one of the two sets of alternating o edges are chosen and 
the other set is made available. In particular, all edges o,, [j], where 1 < j 6 n, are 
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Fig. 8. A clause bracelet; assume C, = (1.1 +Q +E). 
-. 
used and all edges o,~ [j], where 1 < j d n, are made available, or vice versa (Fig. 3 
illustrates this). These correspond to true or false assignments to the variable. 
There are n clause bracelets in H. For each Cj E C, where 1 < j d n, a clause 
bracelet Gz is constructed depending on the number of literals in the clause. If lc, 1 = 3, 
G,!! = G*(9), that is, nine linked copies of G. We label the nine o edges: 0,; [i], where 
1 < i < 9. Three of these edges, o,,[ 11, 0,[4], and o,, [7], are identified with edges 
from the corresponding variable bracelets. Suppose c, = (cl +uz+l;‘j). Fig. 8 illustrates 
the bracelet G,*. Note that the following edges are identified: o,[l] with o,-, [ jt], 0,;[4] 
with or, [ j,], and o,, [7] with o,j[,j3]. The indices jt , j2 and j3 refer to the actual index 
appropriate for the clause c, for each of the variable bracelets. These indices depend 
on the cyclic ordering of adjacent clause vertices to variable vertices in D. The inten- 
tion is to preserve the planarity of D in the resulting host graph H. In general, j, = p 
where p is the position of the variable ci in a given cyclic ordering for clause c;. 
From Corollary 1, the maximum number of copies of G that can be packed in this 
bracelet is (9 - 1)/2 = 4. Note, further, that this is possible only if at least one of the 
identified edges is made available by one of the variable bracelets. When Ic,I = 1 or 
Ic,] = 2, similar constructions apply. For /c, = 11, we eliminate edges oc, [4] and o,:, [7] 
from the bracelet, so that four copies may be packed only if the edge o,;[ l] is made 
available by the corresponding variable bracelet. We eliminate the edge 0,;[7] when 
lcj] = 2 for the same reason. 
Let K =mn+4n. At most n copies of G can be packed in each of the m vari- 
able bracelets. Four copies of G can be packed in each of the n clause bracelets 
exactly when at least one of its o edges is made available by variable bracelets, 
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Fig. 9. A graph with two largest biconnected components 
equivalently, exactly when a satisfying truth assignment for C is made. Then the in- 
stance of PLANAR 3-SAT is satisfiable if and only if there are K edge-disjoint copies 
of G in H. Hence, PLANAR 3-SAT reduces to EPackc(planar), and EPackc(planar) 
is NP-complete. 0 
4.2. Other cyclic G 
Finally, we address EPackc(planar) when G is a cyclic graph with more than 
one largest biconnected component. If we select one such biconnected component B, 
find the triconnected component S within B as before, and attempt the reduction in 
the proof of Theorem 2, the proof may not apply immediately, because we need to 
consider the possibility that a copy of G can be found in H that does not use an 
entire B in one of the linked copies of G in some bracelet. This possibility may occur 
because there are other places within the bracelet where B may pack, in particular, 
within other biconnected components of G that have the same number of edges. Such 
components now exist in the construction because G contains more than one largest 
biconnected component. For the proof in Section 4.1 to apply, this possibility needs 
to be excluded. We call a graph G bizarre if this possibility cannot be excluded, i.e., 
every choice for B to be used in the construction of G*(k) causes some copy of G 
to exist in the construction that does not use a B-copy from a bracelet. G is called 
ordinary otherwise. The following corollary summarizes the preceding discussion. 
Corollary 2. Suppose G is cyclic and ordinary. Then, EPackc(planar) is NP- 
complete. 
We can show that if there are exactly two such largest biconnected components in G, 
then G is ordinary. Consider the case where there are exactly two largest biconnected 
components in G, BI and B2, such as the one drawn in Fig. 9. Let BI be the copy 
used for the bracelet (in Fig. 9, the choices for the 1, r, and o edges are also shown). 
Fig. 10 demonstrates the resulting bracelet; note that there are as many Bl-copies as 
there are Bi-copies in the construction but, for simplicity, we show only two copies of 
B2 in the figure. It may be assumed that, in the bracelet, a Bz-copy “grows off” from 
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Fig. 10. Bracelet for G with 51 and Bz 
an outer edge between edges 1 and o (as in the figure) or between edges r and o of the 
BI copy; in particular, we do not want B2 to grow off from between the edges 1 and 
r (the center of the bracelet). If this does occur, it is easily remedied since the edges 
I, Y and o are interchangeable. Furthermore, notice that in Fig. 10, we have simplified 
G by showing only BI and B2 connected by a path. We now show, in the proof of 
our final result, that this simplification is not restrictive. 
Theorem 3. Let G be a cyclic graph containing exactly two largest hiconnected cow 
ponents. Then, G is ordinury and EPack(;(planar) is NP-complete. 
Proof. Consider the two largest components, BI and B2, in G. Let cl be the cutpoint 
in BI that separates B1 from B2; similarly, let c2 be the cutpoint in B2 that separates B: 
from B1 (see Fig. 9). The distance d ( > 0) is the length of a shortest path between ~‘1 
and ~2. G can therefore, be characterized as having two largest components that are d 
edges away from each other (hence the simplification given in Fig. 10). Without loss 
of generality, let BI be the component used in the bracelet for the construction in the 
NP-completeness reduction. 
If G is bizarre, then a copy of G that occupies two entire B2-copies in the construc- 
tion must exist. Consider a shortest path from one copy of B2 to another in a bracelet. 
Several edges need to be traversed. First, there are d edges from the first Bz cutpoint 
to the corresponding B1 cutpoint in the bracelet. Then, we have d’ >O edges from 
this B1 cutpoint to a neighboring Bl cutpoint (d’ cannot be zero since at the least, 
the o edge will be traversed). Finally, there are another d edges from this B1 cut- 
point to the second B2 cutpoint. This leads to a total of at least 2d+d’ edges between 
the two components. Since d’ is nonzero, 2d+d’>d. This means that the supposed 
copy of G in the construction has its two largest biconnected components further apart 
than they actually are. We conclude that G is ordinary and, from Corollary 2, that 
EPackc( planar) is NP-complete. [7 
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We conjecture that any other cyclic graph G, in particular, one with multiple largest 
components, is ordinary. Furthermore, we speculate that, as exemplified by the above 
proof, the distances between these largest components figure materially in a proof of 
ordinariness. 
Conjecture 1. Let G be a cyclic planar graph. Then, G is ordinary and 
EPackc(planar) is NP-complete. 
In fact, the proofs given for Theorems 2 and 3 suggest larger classes of ordinary 
graphs. For example, even when G contains several largest biconnected components, 
as long as it contains a largest component that is isomorphic to at most one other 
bicomrected component in G, then G is ordinary and the corresponding 
EPackc(planar) problem is NP-complete. We have been unable to find even a candi- 
date for a counter-example to Conjecture 1. 
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